1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

Template-based modeling (TM) methods, including homology modeling and protein threading have been extensively studied for protein 3D structure modeling. The quality of a TM model depends on the accuracy of sequence--template alignment ([@B7]; [@B41]); this alignment usually contains errors when only distantly related templates are available for a protein sequence under prediction. Current TM methods for protein alignment suffer from two limitations. The first limitation is that these methods use linear scoring functions to guide the sequence--template alignment ([@B13]; [@B17]; [@B40]; [@B49]; [@B51]; [@B56]). The choice of a scoring function impacts alignment accuracy ([@B28]). A linear function ([@B8]; [@B45]) cannot deal well with correlation among protein features, although many features are indeed correlated (such as secondary structure and solvent accessibility). The second limitation is that these methods heavily depend on sequence profiles ([@B1]; [@B9]; [@B13]; [@B15]; [@B16]; [@B20]; [@B31]). Although sequence profiles are very powerful, as demonstrated by HHpred ([@B13]) and many others ([@B13]; [@B19]; [@B39]), they fail when a protein has a very sparse sequence profile ([@B45]). The sparseness of a sequence profile can be quantified using the number of effective sequence homologs (NEFF). NEFF can also be interpreted as the average Shannon 'sequence entropy' for the profile or the average number of amino acid substitutions across all residues of a protein. The NEFF at one residue is calculated by exp(−∑~*k*~ *p*~*k*~ ln *p*~*k*~) where *p*~*k*~ is the probability for the *k*-th amino acid type, and the NEFF for the whole protein is the average across all residues. Therefore, NEFF ranges from 1 to 20 (i.e. the number of amino acid types). A smaller NEFF corresponds to a sparser sequence profile and less homologous information content.

To go beyond the limitations of current alignment methods, this article presents a novel Conditional Neural Field (CNF) ([@B33]) method for protein threading, called CNFpred, which can align a sequence to a distantly related template much more accurately. CNFpred combines sequence information (a sequence profile) and structure information using a probabilistic non-linear scoring function and is superior to current methods in several respects. First, it explicitly accounts for correlations among protein features, reducing both overcounting and undercounting. Second, it can align different regions of proteins using different criteria. In particular, for disordered regions, only sequence information is used, as structure information is unreliable, while for other regions, structure information is also used. Third, CNFpred dynamically determines the relative importance of homologous and structural information. When a protein under consideration has a sparse sequence profile, CNFpred relies more heavily on structural information; otherwise it relies more heavily on sequence information (such as sequence profile similarity). Finally, CNFpred varies gap probability based on both context-specific and position-specific features. If the protein sequence profile is sparse, it will rely more on context-specific information, including structure information; otherwise it relies more heavily on the position-specific information derived from the alignment of sequence homologs.

CNFpred integrates as much information as possible in order to estimate the alignment probability of two residues. In particular, to estimate more accurately the probability that two residues should be aligned, it uses neighborhood information---both sequence and structure. Neighborhood information is also helpful in determining gap opening positions. Neighborhood sequence information has been used by many programs \[such as PSIPRED ([@B27])\] for protein local structure prediction and by a few for protein sequence alignment and homology search ([@B6]), but such information has not been applied to protein threading, especially to determine gap opening. It is much more challenging to make use of neighborhood information in protein threading due to the involvement of a variety of structure information.

CNFpred is also novel in that it uses a quality-sensitive method to train the CNF model, as opposed to the standard maximum-likelihood (ML) method ([@B33]). The ML method treats all aligned positions equally, which is inconsistent with the fact that some positions are more conserved than others, and thus more important for protein alignment. By directly maximizing the expected alignment quality, our quality-sensitive method puts more weight on the conserved positions to ensure accurate alignment. Experimental results confirm that the quality-sensitive method usually results in better alignments.

Tested on public (but small) benchmarks and our large-scale in-house datasets, CNFpred generates significantly better alignments than the best profile-based method \[HHpred ([@B13]; [@B19])\] and several top threading methods including BThreader ([@B33]), Sparks ([@B56]) and MUSTER ([@B49]). CNFpred performs especially well when only distantly related templates are available or when the proteins under consideration have sparse sequence profiles.

2 METHODS {#SEC2}
=========

2.1 CNF for protein threading {#SEC2.1}
-----------------------------

CNFs are a recently developed probabilistic graphical model ([@B33]), which integrates the power of both Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) ([@B23]) and neural networks ([@B11]). CNFs borrow from CRFs by parameterizing conditional probability in the log-linear form, and from neural networks by implicitly modeling complex, non-linear relationship between input features and output labels. CNFs have been applied to protein secondary structure prediction ([@B47]), protein conformation sampling ([@B55]) and handwriting recognition ([@B33]). Here we describe how to model protein sequence--template alignment using CNF.

Let *T* denote a template protein with solved structure and *S* a target protein without solved structure. Each protein is associated with some protein features, such as sequence profile, (predicted) secondary structure, and (predicted) solvent accessibility. Let *A*={*a*~1~, *a*~2~,..., *a*~*L*~} denote an alignment between *T* and *S* where *L* is the alignment length and *a*~*i*~ is one of the three possible states *M*, *I*~*t*~ and *I*~*s*~. *M* represents two residues in alignment, *I*~*t*~ denotes an insertion at the template protein, and *I*~*s*~ denotes an insertion at the target protein. As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, an alignment can be represented as a sequence of states drawn from *M*, *I*~*t*~ and *I*~*s*,~ and assigned a probability calculated by our CNF model. The alignment with the highest probability is deemed optimal. We calculate the probability of an alignment *A* as follows: where θ is the model parameter vector to be trained, *i* indicates one alignment position and *Z*(*T*, *S*) is the normalization factor (i.e. partition function) summing over all possible alignments for a given protein pair. The function *E* in Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) estimates the log-likelihood of state transition from *a*~*i*−1~ to *a*~*i*~ based upon protein features. It is a non-linear scoring function defined as follows: where φ and ϕ represent edge and label feature functions, respectively, estimating the log-likelihood of states (or state transitions) from protein features. Both the edge and label feature functions can be as simple as a linear function or as complex as a neural network. Here we use neural networks with only one hidden layer to construct them. Due to space limitations, we will only explain the edge feature function in detail. The label feature function is similar but slightly simpler. In total, there are nine different state transitions, so there are nine edge feature functions, each corresponding to one type of state transition. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of the edge feature function for the state transition from *M* to *I*~*t*~. Given one state transition from *u* to *v* at position *i*, where *u* and *v* are two alignment states, the edge feature function is defined as follows: where the function *f* is the feature generation function, generating input features from the target and template proteins for the alignment at position *i*. The feature generation function is state-dependent, so we may use different features for different state transitions. In Equation ([3](#M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), *j* is the index of a neuron in the hidden layer, λ~*u*,*v*~^*j*^ is the model parameter between that hidden neuron and the output layer, *H*~*u*,*v*~^*j*^(*x*)(=1/(1+*e*^−*x*^)) is the gate function for the hidden neuron conducting non-linear transformation of input, and *w*~*u*,*v*~^*j*^ is the model parameter vector connecting the input layer to a hidden neuron. All the model parameters are state-dependent, but position-independent. In all, there are nine different neural networks for the nine state transitions. These neural networks have separate model parameters. In total, they constitute the model parameter vector θ introduced in Equation ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We obtained the best performance when using 12 hidden neurons in the hidden layer for all neural networks. Fig. 1.An example of a sequence--template alignment and its alignment path. (**A**) One alignment and its state representation. (**B**) Each path corresponds to one alignment with probability estimated by our CNF model Fig. 2.An example of the edge feature function φ, which is a neural network with one hidden layer. The function takes both template and target protein features as input and yields one log-likelihood score for state transition *M* to *I*~*s*~. Meanwhile, *H*1, *H*2 and *H*3 are hidden neurons conducting non-linear transformation of the input features

Because a hidden layer is introduced in the CNF to improve its expressive power over a CRF, it is important to control the model complexity to avoid overfitting. We do so by using a L2-norm regularization factor, which is determined by 5-fold cross-validation, to restrict the search space of model parameters. Once the CNF model is trained, we can calculate the optimal alignment using the Viterbi algorithm ([@B43]).

2.2 Training CNF models by the quality-sensitive method {#SEC2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------

CRFs and CNFs are usually trained by ML or maximum a posteriori (MAP) ([@B44]) methods. The ML method trains the CRF or CNF model parameters by maximizing the observed probability of a set of reference alignments built by a structure alignment tool. The ML method treats all of the aligned positions equally, ignoring the fact that some are more conserved than others. It is important not to misalign the conserved residues since they may be related to protein function. As such, it makes more sense to treat conserved and non-conserved residues differently. Although there are several measures for the degree of conservation to be studied, here we simply use the local TM-score ([@B52]) between two aligned residues. Given a reference alignment (and the superimposition of two proteins in the alignment), the local TM-score at one alignment position *i* is defined as follows: where *d*~*i*~ is the distance deviation between the two aligned residues at position *i* and *d*~0~ is a normalization constant depending only on protein length. The TM-score ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating more highly conserved aligned positions. When the alignment state at position *i* is a gap, the local TM-score is equal to 0. That is, *w*~*i*~ is equal to 0.

To differentiate the degree of conservation among positions in the alignment, we train the CNF model by maximizing the expected TM-score. The expected TM-score of one threading alignment is defined as follows: where *N*(*A*) is the smaller length of the two proteins and *MAG*~*i*~ is the marginal alignment probability at alignment position *i*. Since *w*~*i*~ is equal to 0 at a gap position, Equation ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) sums the marginal alignment probabilities over all the alignment positions with the match state (i.e. state *M*). Given two residues of a pair of proteins, the marginal alignment probability is equal to the accumulative probability of all possible alignments of this pair of proteins in which these two residues are aligned to each other. The marginal alignment probability can be calculated efficiently using the forward--backward algorithm ([@B23]). See the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bts213/DC1) for more technical details. Equation ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is similar to the definition of TM-score except that the latter does not have a term for the marginal alignment probability. By maximizing Equation ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we place greater weight on the aligned residue pairs with higher local TM-score (that is, more conserved residue pairs) instead of treating all of the aligned residue pairs equally. We term this approach a *quality-sensitive* training method.

The expected TM-score in Equation ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is not concave, so it is challenging to optimize to its global optimum. Here we use the L-BFGS \[Limited memory BFGS ([@B24])\] algorithm to solve it suboptimally. To obtain a good solution, we run L-BFGS several times starting from different initial solutions and return the best suboptimal solution. In order to use the L-BFGS algorithm, we need to calculate the gradient of Equation ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is detailed in the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/bts213/DC1).

2.3 Protein features {#SEC2.3}
--------------------

We generate a position-specific score matrix (PSSM) for a template and a position-specific frequency matrix (PSFM) for a target using PSI-BLAST ([@B2]) with five iterations and an *E*-value of 0.001. Let PSSM(*i*,*aa*) denote the mutation potential for amino acid *aa* at template position *i* and PSFM(*j*,*aa*) the observed frequency of amino acid *aa* at target position *j*.

### 2.3.1 Features for a match state {#SEC2.3.1}

We use the following features to estimate the alignment probability of two residues: *Sequence profile similarity*: the profile similarity between two positions is calculated by ∑PSSM(*i*, *a*)PSFM(*i*, *a*). We also calculate sequence similarity using the Gonnet matrix ([@B10]) and BLOSUM62 ([@B12]).*Amino acid substitution matrix*: we use two matrices. One is the matrix developed by the Kihara group ([@B42]) and the other is a structure-based substitution matrix. Each entry in Kihara\'s matrix measures the similarity between two amino acids using the correlation coefficient of their contact potential vectors. The contact potential vector of each amino acid contains 20 elements, each of which indicates the contact potential with one of the 20 amino acids. The structure-based substitution matrix ([@B35]; [@B42]) is more sensitive than BLOSUM ([@B12]) for the alignment of distantly related proteins.*Secondary structure score*: we evaluate the secondary structure similarity between the target and template in terms of both the 3-class and 8-class types. We generate secondary structure types for the template using DSSP ([@B18]). We also predict the 3-class and 8-class secondary structure types for the target using PSIPRED ([@B27]) and our in-house tool RaptorX-SS8 ([@B47]), respectively.*Solvent accessibility score*: we discretize the solvent accessibility into three equal-frequency states: buried, intermediate and exposed. The equal-frequency method is the best among several discretization methods we tested. We use our in-house tool to predict the solvent accessibility of the target, and DSSP ([@B18]) to calculate the solvent accessibility of the template. Let *sa* denote the solvent accessibility type on the template. The solvent accessibility similarity is defined as the predicted likelihood of the target residue being in *sa*.*Environment fitness score*: this score measures how well one sequence residue aligns to a specific template environment. We define the environment of a template residue as the combination of its solvent accessibility state and 3-class secondary structure type, which results in nine environment types.*Neighborhood similarity score*: [@B32]) showed that conserved positions tend to cluster together along the sequence. That is, if two residues can be aligned, it is likely that the residues around them can also be aligned. Therefore, we can use the neighborhood information to estimate the likelihood of two residues being aligned. The neighborhood information used in our model includes sequence profile, secondary structure, and solvent accessibility, in a window of size 11.*Residues in two terminals*: residues at the two terminals may not have sufficient neighborhood information, and thus need some special handling. We use one binary variable to indicate if a residue is at a terminal position or not.*Disordered regions*: disordered regions are natively unfolded or intrinsically unstructured, lacking stable tertiary structure ([@B25]). Therefore, we do not use structure information (namely, secondary structure or solvent accessibility) to determine the alignment of disordered regions, because it might introduce more false positives. We use DISOPRED ([@B48]) to predict disordered regions in a sequence, which produces a confidence score, ranging from 0 to 9, to indicate how likely a residue is to be in a disordered region. A higher confidence score indicates a greater likelihood of a residue being in a disordered region. We deem a residue to be in a disordered region if the confidence score is 9. When aligning disordered residues, only sequence information is used and all the predicted structure information is ignored; that is, their relevant feature values are set to 0.

### 2.3.2 Features for a gap state {#SEC2.3.2}

Unlike many sequence alignment programs ([@B2]; [@B30]), CNFpred does not use an affine gap penalty. Instead, it uses both position-specific and context-specific features to estimate a gap probability. We derive the position-specific features from the alignment of the sequence homologs of a given protein while the context-specific features include amino acid identify, hydropathy index, both 3-class and 8-class secondary structure, and solvent accessibility. We also differentiate a gap in either end of a protein from that in the middle of a protein.

3 RESULTS {#SEC3}
=========

3.1 Training data {#SEC3.1}
-----------------

We constructed the training and validation data from PDB25, downloaded from PISCES ([@B46]). Any two proteins in PDB25 share \<25% sequence identity. We used a set of 1010 protein pairs extracted from PDB25, which covers most of the SCOP fold classes, as the training data. We used another set of 200 protein pairs from PDB25 as the validation data. There is no redundancy between the training and validation data (there was no overlap, and this dataset ensures \<25% sequence identity). The reference structure alignments for the training and validation data are built using our in-house structure alignment tool DeepAlign.

3.2 Test data {#SEC3.2}
-------------

We use the following four test sets. In-house benchmark. This benchmark set consists of 3600 protein pairs drawn from PDB25. This set has no redundancy with the training and validation data (that is, all proteins share \<25% sequence identity). It is constructed so that (i) it contains representatives from all protein classes (α, β and α--β proteins); (ii) the protein NEFF values are nearly uniformly distributed; (iii) the protein lengths are widely distributed; and (iv) TM-scores of all the pairs are spread out between 0.5 and 0.7.MUSTER benchmark ([@B49]). This set contains all the training data used by the MUSTER threading program, consisting of 110 hard ProSup pairs and another 190 pairs selected by the Zhang group, each pair having TM-score \>0.5.SALIGN benchmark ([@B26]). *This* set contains 200 protein pairs, each of which shares \~20% sequence identity and \~65% structurally equivalent residues with RMSD \<3.5Å. Many protein pairs in this set contain proteins of very different size, which makes it very challenging for any threading methods.ProSup benchmark ([@B22]). This set consists of 127 protein pairs.

3.3 Programs to compare {#SEC3.3}
-----------------------

We compare our CNF threading method, CNFpred, with the top-notch profile-based and threading methods such as HHpred ([@B37]), MUSTER ([@B49]), SPARKS/SP3/SP5 ([@B56]), SALIGN ([@B26]), RAPTOR ([@B51]) and BThreader ([@B33]). We use the published results for SPARKS/SP3/SP5 since they have their own template file formats and we cannot correctly run them locally. We use the published result for SALIGN since it is unavailable. We focus on comparing CNFpred with HHpred and BThreader since the latter two performed extremely well in the most recent CASP competition in 2010.

3.4 Evaluation criteria {#SEC3.4}
-----------------------

We evaluate the threading methods using both reference-dependent and reference-independent alignment accuracy. The reference-dependent accuracy is defined as the percentage of correctly aligned positions judged by the reference alignments. For all benchmarks, we use four structure alignment tools to generate reference alignments: TM-align ([@B53]), Matt ([@B29]), Dali ([@B14]) and our in-house structure alignment tool DeepAlign. In addition, the ProSup and MUSTER benchmarks have their own reference alignments. To avoid bias toward a specific structure alignment tool, we evaluate threading alignment accuracy using all the reference alignments mentioned above. Note that CNFpred is trained using only the structure alignments generated by our in-house tool DeepAlign. To evaluate the reference-independent alignment accuracy, we build a 3D model for the target protein using MODELLER ([@B38]) from its alignment to the template and then evaluate the quality of the resulting 3D model using TM-score. TM-score ranges from 0 to 1, indicating the worst and best model quality, respectively.

3.5 Reference-dependent alignment accuracy {#SEC3.5}
------------------------------------------

As shown in [Tables 1--4](#T1 T2 T3 T4){ref-type="table"}, CNFpred outperforms all others, regardless of the reference alignments used. The advantage of CNFpred over the popular profile-profile alignment method HHpred increases with respect the hardness of the benchmark. For example, on the most challenging In-House benchmark the relative improvement of CNFpred over HHpred is \>20%. Even on the easiest ProSup benchmark the relative improvement of CNFpred over HHpred is \~10%. Our old threading program, BThreader, works well on the ProSup and SALIGN sets, but not as well on the MUSTER or In-house benchmarks. On these two benchmarks, BThreader has similar performance to HHpred (global alignment), but much worse than CNFpred. CNFpred has a smaller advantage over the others on the SALIGN benchmark. This is because this benchmark contains many proteins with symmetric domains, which have several good alternative structure alignments. However, we only use the first alignment generated by the structure alignment tools for a protein pair as the reference alignment. Therefore, even if the threading alignments are pretty good, they may still have very low accuracy when judged by the 'imperfect' reference alignments. Table 1.Reference-dependent alignment accuracy on the In-House benchmarkMethodsTMalignDaliMattDeepAlignHHpred(Local)32.6336.6035.5335.47HHpred(Global)38.8043.6542.4842.78BThreader37.4441.8540.1740.95CNFpred**46.4951.7749.9851.19**[^2] Table 2.Reference-dependent alignment accuracy on the MUSTER benchmarkMethodsTMalignDaliMattDeepAlignBRHHpred(Local)42.9657.3446.0046.5045.34HHpred(Global)48.8253.1351.4852.4851.48MUSTER--------46.70BThreader47.3551.3050.1350.5350.01CNFpred**54.1758.4657.2659.1457.06**[^3] Table 3.Reference-dependent alignment accuracy on the SALIGN benchmarkMethodsTMalignDaliMattDeepAlignSPARKS53.10------SALIGN56.40------RAPTOR40.00------SP356.30------SP559.70------HHpred(Local)60.6462.9462.9763.16HHpred(Global)62.9863.1463.8763.53BThreader64.4063.1363.0564.09CNFpred**66.7367.9568.1769.50**[^4] Table 4.Reference-dependent alignment accuracy on the ProSup benchmarkMethodsTMalignDaliMattDeepAlignBRSPARKS--------57.2SALIGN--------58.3RAPTOR--------61.3SP3--------65.3SP5--------68.7HHpred(Local)57.5360.5860.6160.3664.90HHpred(Global)61.8465.3164.5265.2969.04BThreader60.8764.8963.9764.2676.08CNFpred**66.2671.1671.0672.0177.09**[^5]

3.6 Reference-independent alignment accuracy {#SEC3.6}
--------------------------------------------

Tested on the much more challenging In-House benchmark, CNFpred obtains a TM-score of 1693, which is \>10% improvement when compared with HHpred and BThreader. In addition, on SALIGN and Prosup, CNFpred obtains accumulative TM-scores of 134.5 and 67.34, respectively. In contrast, HHpred has TM-scores of 121.83 and 56.44, respectively, as shown in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. Table 5.Reference-independent alignment accuracy, measured by TM-score, on the four benchmarks: In-House, MUSTER, SALIGN and ProSupMethodsIn-HouseMUSTERSALIGNProSupHHpredL1047.56108.84119.9753.88HHpredG1522.77142.00121.8356.44MUSTER--136.47----BThreader1537.89143.95132.8566.77CNFpred**1692.17152.14134.5067.34**[^6]

3.7 Alignment accuracy with respect to sparsity of sequence profile {#SEC3.7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To further examine the performance of CNFpred, BThreader and HHpred with respect to the level of homologous information, we divide the protein pairs in the In-House benchmark into nine groups according to the minimum NEFF value of a protein pair and calculate the average TM-score of the target models in each group. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, when NEFF is small (that is, proteins have sparse sequence profiles), our method outperforms BThreader and HHpred significantly. We also divide all the protein pairs in the benchmark into four groups according to the NEFF values of the proteins in each pair using a threshold of 6. As shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, when the NEFF values of both proteins in a pair are small (\<6), our method is 33% better than HHpred. When only one of the two proteins in a pair has NEFF \<6, our method is 25% better than HHpred. Even when both proteins in a pair have NEFF values \>6, which indicates both proteins have sufficient homologous information, our method still outperforms HHpred slightly. In summary, CNFpred excels for proteins with sparse sequence profiles. Fig. 3.Reference-independent alignment accuracy with respect to the sparsity of a sequence profile (i.e. NEFF). (**A**) NEFF is divided into nine bins. (**B**) NEFF is divided into two bins at the threshold 6

3.8 Alignment accuracy with respect to protein classes and lengths {#SEC3.8}
------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, CNFpred is superior to others across all protein classes and lengths. CNFpred performs especially well for all-β proteins because it makes better use of structure information. Fig. 4.(A) Reference-independent alignment accuracy with respect to (**A**) protein class and (**B**) protein length. A protein with \<150 amino acids is treated as small; otherwise as large

3.9 Threading performance with different features {#SEC3.9}
-------------------------------------------------

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} shows the alignment quality, measured by TM-score, when different protein features are used. All the CNF models are trained on the same set of training data, regardless of features, and are tested on our in-house benchmark. This benchmark is challenging, which enables us to more easily demonstrate the contribution of different protein features and the impact of different training approaches. For ML and quality-sensitive training, the Viterbi algorithm is used to generate alignments. For MAP the Maximum Expected Accuracy (MEA) algorithm ([@B5]) is used to generate alignments. We treat sequence profiles and 3-class secondary structure as the basis features and then evaluate the value added by the 8-class secondary structure and 3-class solvent accessibility. As shown in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, the 8-class secondary structure and 3-class solvent accessibility improve the alignment accuracy by 0.01 and 0.02, respectively, regardless of the training approach. Meanwhile, predicted solvent accessibility improves the alignment accuracy the most. The MAP training method improves the accuracy by 0.01 over the ML method while the quality-sensitive training method improves the accuracy by 0.01 over the MAP method. The quality-sensitive method significantly improves the overall performance. Table 6.The contribution of protein features and the impact of different training methodsTraining approachesMLMAPQuality-sensitiveProfile + SS31536.011578.601612.44Profile + SS3 + SS81567.811595.721637.64Profile + SS3 + SA1606.681616.041662.12Profile + SS3 + SS8 + SA1633.321664.281692.17[^7]

3.10 Threading performance on a large set {#SEC3.10}
-----------------------------------------

We construct a fairly large set from PDB25 as follows. All of the \~6000 proteins in PDB25 are used as templates and 1000 of them are randomly chosen as the target set. We run CNFpred and HHpred to predict the 3D structure for each of the 1000 targets using all of the \~6000 templates. When predicting structure for one specific target protein, the target itself is removed from the template list. We run HHpred using the 'realign' option. That is, for a given target, HHpred first searches through all templates using local alignment, and then realigns the target to its top templates using global alignment. We use the default values for the other HHpred parameters. CNFpred first generates target--template alignments and then ranks the templates using a neural network, which predicts the quality (TM-score) of an alignment. The template with the best predicted alignment quality is then used to build a 3D model for the target. As shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, CNFpred performs significantly better than HHpred when the targets are difficult (that is, when the HHpred model has a TM-score \<0.7). On the 1000 targets, CNFpred and HHpred obtain overall TM-scores of 558 and 515, respectively. If we exclude the 170 'easy' targets (those for which, either CNFpred or HHpred model has a TM-score \>0.8) from consideration, the overall TM-scores obtained by CNFpred and HHpred are 416 and 375, respectively. In other words, CNFpred is \~10.9% better than HHpred. As shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, CNFpred generates models better than HHpred by at least 0.05 TM-score on 329 targets while HHpred is better than CNFpred by this margin on only 76 targets. Furthermore, CNFpred generates models better than HHpred by at least 0.10 TM-score on 192 targets, while HHpred is better than CNFpred by this margin on only 27 targets. In summary, CNFpred has a significant advantage over HHpred on the hard targets. Fig. 5.(**A**) TM-scores of the CNFpred and HHpred models for the 1000 targets from PDB25. Each point represents two models, one generated by CNFpred, and one by HHpred. (**B**) Distribution of the TM-score difference of two 3D models for the same target. Each blue (red) column shows the number of targets for which CNFpred (HHpred) is better by a given margin

4 CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
============

We have presented CNFpred, a novel CNF model for threading of proteins with sparse sequence profiles. CNFpred takes advantage of as many correlated sequence and structure features as possible to improve alignment accuracy. We have also presented a quality-sensitive training method to improve alignment accuracy, as opposed to the standard ML method. Despite using many features and a non-linear scoring function, CNFpred can still efficiently generate optimal alignments via dynamic programming. It takes only seconds to thread a typical protein pair. Experimental results demonstrate that our CNFpred outperforms the CASP-winning programs, regardless of benchmarks, reference alignments, protein classes or protein lengths. Currently, CNFpred only considers state transitions between two adjacent positions. We can also model pairwise interaction between two non-adjacent positions, but training such a model is computationally challenging, perhaps requiring us to resort to approximation algorithms.

Homologous information is very effective in detecting remote homologs, as evidenced by the profile-based method HHpred, which outperformed many threading methods in recent CASP events. This article shows that homologous information is not sufficient for proteins with sparse sequence profiles (low NEFF) and that we can improve alignment accuracy over profile-based methods by using more structure information, especially for proteins with sparse sequence profiles. The Cowen group takes a rather different approach, called simulated evolution, to enrich sequence profiles, and shows that the alignment accuracy can be improved for some proteins ([@B21]). The ability to predict structures for proteins with sparse sequence profiles is very important. Simple statistics indicate that among the \~6877 Pfam families ([@B4]) without solved structures, 79.2, 63.7, 45.5 and 25.4% have NEFF ≤6, 5, 4 and 3, respectively, and of the 5332 Pfam families with solved structures, \~57% have NEFF \<6. In addition, \~25% of the protein sequences in UniProt ([@B3]) are not covered by Pfam (ver 25.0). A significant number of these sequences are singletons (i.e. products of orphan genes) and, thus, have NEFF = 1. In the foreseeable future, we expect that there will be a lack of solved structures for many low-homology proteins and families (NEFF ≤6). Therefore, our CNF threading method will be useful for a large percentage of protein sequences without solved structures.
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